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Dear Student 

We hope that you have enjoyed the module thus far. This is the last tutorial letter for this 

semester. The tutorial letter contains guidelines that will help you to prepare for the 

examination. Please note you must use your prescribed book in preparation for the 

examination. If you only use previous examination papers to prepare for the examination and 

attempt to pass with general knowledge, you will fail the examination. Previous examination 

papers are evaluation instruments that can be used for self-assessment purposes and to 

establish whether you understand the work, as you engage with the prescribed content. 

 

1. FEEDBACK ON ASSIGNMENTS 

1.1 Assignment 01 

Assignment 01 was a multiple-choice assignment. You received the correct answers when 

receiving your marks. If you have trouble understanding why certain answers are correct/wrong, 

you are welcome to contact your lecturers by e-mail in this regard. 

1.2 Assignment 02 

Please note that this assignment required you to read and analyse the prescribed work 

carefully. 

From the answers students gave in the assignments, it is clear that most students understand 

the requirements for this part of the module. Some students lost marks because they did not 

use their prescribed book and did not give complete answers covering all the aspects related 

to the question. In some cases, you had to read the questions carefully to make sure that you 

answer what is asked instead of merely reproducing the textbook.  Some answers had no 

relevance to the question asked. Learning does not happen when you merely copy information 

without reflecting on the information. It is essential that you identify the core concepts and then 

explain the concepts in your own words as this will illustrate whether you understand what you 

have learnt. You also have to check the mark allocation to make sure your answer has enough 

detail.  
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Most students answered the majority of the questions without any difficulties. This demonstrated 

that you understood the work and that you are capable of applying the theoretical knowledge, 

which you gained from this course, in your work situation.  

Please refer to the following page numbers in your prescribed book: Gouws, E. 2015. The 

Adolescent – 4th Edition. Cape Town: Pearson. 

 

QUESTION 1 

Assessment criteria 

 Show interest and enthusiasm in all learning tasks. 

 Explain concepts in own words. 

 Give the correct interpretations of the concepts. 

Explain the following concepts in your own words.  

1.1 Motivation – Prescribed book, pages 216-217      (10) 

1.2 Intrapersonal intelligence - Prescribed book, page 60     (10) 

1.3 Emotional maturity - Prescribed book, pages 114-115     (10) 

1.4 Street children  - Prescribed book, pages 205-208      (10) 

1.5 Body image - Prescribed book, pages 24-27       (10) 

 

50 marks 

 

QUESTION 2 

Assessment criteria 

 show interest and enthusiasm in their learning tasks 

 discuss factors 

 give definition  

2.1 Explain by using practical examples how a teacher can assist the learner in developing a 

positive self-concept.                30 marks 

 - Prescribed book, pages 99-100 

2.2  Teachers are frequently confronted by adolescent aggression. How will you handle 

aggression in a classroom?               20 marks  

 - Prescribed book, pages 116-118 

                            50 marks 

                           [50 + 50 = 100] 
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2. ADMISSION TO THE EXAMINATION 

The Department of Higher Education requires the University to prove that a student was active 

during the period of tuition before it will subsidise him or her. Senate has approved that the 

submission of a compulsory assignment will be used to prove activity and therefore students 

can only be admitted to the examination by submitting the compulsory assignment. Your 

examination admission is solely dependent on the submission of Assignment 01 irrespective of 

the mark you obtained (whether you have passed or failed the assignment). 

Note, however, that you have to accumulate a semester mark by submitting both assignments. 

Your average mark for the two assignments will comprise 20% of your final mark. Your 

examination mark will make up the remaining 80% of your final mark for this module. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. FORMAT OF THE EXAMINATION PAPER 

The examination is a closed book examination. The mark allocation for the paper will be 100 

marks. The paper will be structured as follows: 

 Multiple-choice questions 

 True/false questions 

 Explanation of concepts (more or less 5 marks each) 

 Paragraph-type questions of 3 to 10 marks each 

All the questions are compulsory questions.  

Make sure that you study the following for the examination: 

 Your assignments 

 The prescribed book (chapter 1 -10 for multiple choice, true/false and explaining concepts 

and chapters 2-5 for paragraph-type questions). 

 

Demarcation or “scoping” for examinations and assessments 

 

In terms of a decision reached by the College, lecturers may not demarcate 

or “scope” specific work for examination purposes and examination 

questions should be based on all the work covering the notional hours of 

modules. Lecturers should encourage students to learn everything. In cases 

where competencies or skills are assessed differently during the tuition 

period, the various methods of assessment will be spelled out clearly by the 

lecturer in Tutorial Letter 201. 

 

According to Assessment Procedure Manual 2013, paragraph 4.5.2(e), the 

examination memoranda (guidelines, rubrics, and so on) shall not be made 

available to students. 
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4. DURATION OF THE EXAMINATION 

The examination will be two hours. Make sure that you use the time well. Allocate your time so 

that you are able to answer all the questions. For example take: 

 10 minutes to read through the paper 

 20 minutes to answer question 1 

 15 minutes to answer question 2 

 20 minutes to answer question 3 

 25 minutes to answer question 4 

 25 minutes to answer question 5 

Use the rest of your time to read your answers again.  

 

5. PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 

Here are some useful suggestions that might be helpful to you. 

When you prepare for the examination: 

 Start to study thoroughly in advance. Do not wait until the last minute. 

 Make sure that your environment promotes rather than hampers learning. The place 

where you study should be quiet. Try to avoid noise and disturbances. 

 Study your work so that you understand what you have learned. Do not merely memorise 

the content. 

 Revise the learning matrial on a regular basis. 

 Try to get enough sleep so that you are not physically exhausted when you have to study 

or write the examination. 

 Ensure that you have the correct date, time and place for the scheduled examination.  

During the examination: 

The use of crib notes is a serious transgression and will receive harsh punishment! 

 Enjoy a healthy breakfast. 

 Be calm and relaxed. To be calm, you have to be adequately prepared.  Get to the 

examination venue on time. A student who has to rush to be on time for the examination 

cannot approach an examination in a calm way. 

 Read the questions carefully and underline the keywords in order to ensure that you 

understand what is expected of you. Even if you take 10 minutes to read the paper, it 

should not be considered a wasted time.  

 Do not get confused by a question that is formulated differently from what you expected. 

Questions are sometimes formulated in a way that require you to think before you answer.  

 Look at the mark allocation for each question. Make sure your answer is comprehensive 

enough to justify the marks allocated, for example, ten (10) marks require ten (10) 

relevant points (facts) in your answer. The same point (fact) that is discussed in ten (10) 

different ways will earn only one (1) mark.  
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6. IN CONCLUSION 

Keep up your spirits while you prepare for the examination. Studying is often a lonely road that 

requires sacrifices and perseverance. May you look back on 2018 one day with the knowledge 

that your studies for this module were an enriching experience and that all your hard work was 

worth it.  

Please contact us if you have any uncertainty about the content of this tutorial letter or the 

module. 

Enjoy the examination.  

Wishing you well. 

Your lecturers 

Dr CL Weber 

E-mail: webercl1@unisa.ac.za 

Prof G Bester 

E-mail: besteg@unisa.ac.za  

Dr A Moll 

E-mail: mollam@unisa.ac.za   

Prof MA Venter 

E-mail: ventema@unisa.ac.za 
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